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The historian, before he begins to write history, is the prod-
uct of history…. It is not merely the events that are in flux. 
The historian himself is in flux…. Before you study the his-
tory, study the historian. (E.H. Carr, 1961)1 
 
 
 
ELLING ACADEMIC LIVES IS A COLLECTION of historical biographies 
that examine historians and anthropologists, their lives, careers, 
institutional affiliations, challenges and achievements. In short, it 
deals with academics as real people. The six historians whose bio-
graphical analyses form this special edition are part of a wider Zeit-
geist, namely embodied histories and a return to the humane. It is as 
if the new century starts—yet again—a turn towards the individual, 
the specific, the unique and the irreplaceable, as features of human-
ness. The historian and biographer Barbara Caine writes: “Biography 
has long been seen as part of history and a way to enliven it by ren-
dering the past ‘more human’, more vivid, more intimate, more ac-
cessible, more connected to ourselves.”
2
 
History as an analysis of the past has had many high hopes in-
vested in it: for telling us where we are coming from and thus where 
T 
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we are heading, and for making marginal, forgotten voices audible. 
Historical biography in particular seems to resonate with a quest to 
counter barbarism and inhumanity. The challenge, according to phi-
losopher Emmanuel Lévinas, is to confront a new barbarism, charac-
terized by “radical exteriority…and the foreignness of the other 
man.” Against this he calls for culture, as care and protection of an-
other—“culture as a breach made by the humane in the barbarism of 
being.”
3
  
This collection deals with a paradox. We contend that, be-
cause the historians analysed here are at times flawed, selfish or nar-
row-minded individuals, they are ideally suited to make a case for the 
humane: flawless and lifeless they are not, but human they are. The 
writers of the articles, historians themselves, thus pay respect to their 
colleagues of the past as real people, makers of history and historical 
figures. There is, as Caine states, a “growing insistence on the need 
to understand the social and political contexts in which individuals 
lived but also to explore in much more detail the complex ways in 
which individuals relate to the world.”
4
 Telling Academic Lives is by 
academics about academics; it includes varying degrees of autobiog-
raphy by the very nature of the task. The autobiographical elements 
are sometimes implicit; at other times they are the dominant theme.  
 The problems of writing biography and autobiography raised 
in “Telling Academic Lives” are as varied as the subjects and con-
tributors. María Jesús González discusses some of the problems she 
experienced in researching her biography of Raymond Carr (b.1919), 
her second biography,
5
 especially in interacting with a living subject 
and in familiarizing herself with a cultural milieu outside her previ-
ous experience. William Palmer discusses his adventures and misad-
ventures in writing a group biography of historians and a follow-up 
book on the history of some of the more prominent history depart-
ments in American universities.
6
 Christine Winter recounts an ongo-
ing engagement with the work of her dissertation supervisor in the 
process of maturing from graduate student to colleague.
7
 Ronald 
Hughes, Geoffrey Gray, and Doug Munro offer contributions in more 
conventional biographical modes. Hughes discusses Howard Zinn’s 
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(1922-2010) work as an activist.
8
 Gray analyses the making of the 
career of Australian anthropologist Ronald M. Berndt (1916-1990), 
and Berndt’s careful manufacture of his early life, which became the 
“truth” accepted by colleagues and friends alike.
9
 Doug Munro and 
Bill Murray discuss the career of George Rudé (1915-93), the Marx-
ist social historian of eighteenth-century France and England, whose 
quest for academic employment was initially blighted by Cold War 
anxieties. Murray provides a short memoir on his relationship with 
Rudé,
10
 while Munro’s article is an in-depth biographical essay.  
 
 
 
 
 
Academic lives can be presented in a variety of ways. The contribu-
tors to this special issue concentrate on more conventional modes of 
auto/biographical writing and presentation; there are many ways in 
which life stories are narrated and presented. They are occasionally 
told in plays and films, such as the television series A Very Peculiar 
Practice (1986, 1988) and the adaptation of Holocaust historian Saul 
Friedländer’s autobiography into a film.
11
 More often, academic lives 
are told via the medium of the campus novel. The extent to which 
these are accurate representations is often unknown, or at least am-
biguous. The dialogue at committee meetings in Don Aitkin’s The 
Second Chair rings resoundingly true and is probably inspired by 
some of his own experiences with fractious colleagues.
12
 On the 
other hand, the extent of satire in Larry Wittner’s hilarious What’s 
Going On At UAardvark? stretches credibility, although the plot was 
based on his experience at Vassar College where a proposed IBM 
Corporation-sponsored technology centre was prevented on the 
grounds of the company’s lucrative contracts with the US Defense 
Department.
13
 In a recent issue of the Times Higher Education a short 
article asked: “University life: which works of fiction are most tell-
ing?” It remarked that “It has long been the practice of disgruntled 
academics with a literary bent to vent their frustrations by writing a 
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campus novel.”
14
 In her biography of Raymond Carr, González 
draws attention to the tension between fact and fiction in Nicholas 
Mosley’s campus novel The Accident (1965), whose main characters 
are based on Mosley himself and on Carr. Among other things, The 
Accident was intended as “a bitter commentary on the hypocrisy of 
the British upper classes and intellectual elites and amounts to an ex-
ercise in contortion and self-criticism.”
15
  
Whatever the factual or fictional content of individual campus 
novels, truth of a different sort emerges when the genre is seen in the 
round. An overview of the campus novel can be used to identify is-
sues of the academy and to chart the changes in universities.
16
 This 
genre should be taken seriously, not only as an outlet of frustrations, 
but of intense concern about academic life and present changes; its 
satirical critique has purpose. The more conventional mode of analy-
sis and narration in Telling Academic Lives should not deceive the 
reader. In the examination of past practices of history and academic 
structures, an element of critique about the present is inherent. 
Academic lives are commonly told via the biographical mode, 
usually by other academics. The journal article and book chapter are 
the most common form, and these range from fond remembrances of 
a mentor to rigorous assessments of aspects of their work and legacy, 
or else focus on critical moments in their lives.
17
 Monograph-length 
biographies of academics are increasingly common. They are also 
becoming longer and more thoroughly researched. Although seldom 
reaching the gigantism of many biographies of US presidents, some 
academic biographies exceed seven hundred pages of text and appa-
ratus.
18
  
In present struggles over historical representations, historians 
themselves are increasingly the subjects of public interest and debate. 
Australia’s “history wars” over the teaching of history, especially in 
regard to the dispossession of Indigenous peoples, provide an exam-
ple of the controversies that have cut to the core of national iden-
tity.
19
 Public debates in the United States over historical treatments of 
slavery, in Germany and central Europe over the Holocaust, and in 
Japan over its role in World War II and exploitation of “comfort 
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women” are others. The high profile of such historiographical con-
troversies has correspondingly raised the profile of those historians 
involved.    
In keeping with current biographical trends, biographies of 
academics have become more open and candid about their subject’s 
private and even sexual lives. In addition, the late twentieth century 
witnessed a move to cut across class boundaries, and those of gender, 
ethnicity and sexual identity, which led to the questioning of the 
grand narrative. Examples are American Women Historians, 1700s-
1990s: A Biographical Dictionary, which contains over two hundred 
entries on practising women historians in the United States; and Tell-
ing Histories: Black Women Historians in the Ivory Tower , which 
explores how the personal and political intersect in the writing of his-
tory and auto/biography.
20
  
Edited collections, usually organized around a theme, are also 
becoming increasingly common.
21
 For example, mid-career and sen-
ior historians have been asked about what attracted them to history 
and their practice.
22
 Gray engaged in a similar exercise when he in-
vited several senior anthropologists—all born c.1930—to reflect on 
their decisions to choose anthropology and how their early careers 
developed.
23
 Similarly, a group biography of Australasian social sci-
entists, including historians and anthropologists—Scholars at War—
examined the expansion of career and intellectual opportunities both 
at home and abroad that directly resulted from wartime demands.
24
  
In contrast are the conferences dedicated to a particular histo-
rian—such as those to commemorate Hugh Trevor-Roper (1914-
2003),
25
 Eric Hobsbawm (1917-2012),
26
 and E.P. Thompson (1924-
93),
27
 as well as earlier such gatherings on W.K. Hancock (1898-
1988)
28
 and Bernard Smith (1916-2011).
29
 Resulting Festschriften 
are often explicitly celebratory and increasingly contain considerable 
biographical information in addition to formal essays.
30
 There are 
also conferences and workshops to discuss historians’ 
auto/biographies as a genre.
31
  
 The significance and scholarly merit of historians’ autobiog-
raphies have been increasingly recognized since the appearance of 
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Jeremy Popkin’s seminal History, Historians, & Autobiography 
(2005).
32
 Book-length autobiographies by historians have grown in 
number from the early-1980s, to the extent that they can be catego-
rized. Popkin argues that there are four groups of historians likely to 
write autobiographies: elites, immigrant scholars, radical historians, 
and those who identify themselves in terms of race, ethnicity and 
gender.
33
 Amongst the radical group is Howard Zinn, author of the 
autobiography You Can’t be Neutral on a Moving Train (1994). The 
book sets out his credo that “all history is partial.” A different take on 
autobiography as introspection, more in the strand of elite histories, 
was chosen by long-time professor of history at the University of 
Melbourne, R.M. Crawford. In his contribution to Making History, 
he wrote that, after he was asked “to write something about the ideas 
I brought to the shaping of the Melbourne history school in my time,” 
he embarked on “a journey of self-examination which must result not 
in an autobiography, but in what Croce called his account of himself: 
Contributto alla Critica di me Stesso, a contribution to the criticism 
of myself.”
34
  
In addition, there is a style of autobiographical writing called 
ego-histoire, which is gaining acceptance in the English-speaking 
world.
35
 Again, an impetus has been the work of Jeremy Popkin, who 
explicitly engages with this French art form.
36
 The terms “historians’ 
autobiographies” and “ego-histoire” are often used interchangeably, 
but a precise meaning attaches to the latter. Autobiography in this 
new sub-genre has a purpose beyond introspection. It contrasts im-
personal objectivity with existential involvement of the historian as 
theme and tool of ego-histoire. The history that one makes and the 
history that makes us are intrinsically linked. In this collection there 
is no explicit ego-histoire, though the linking of history making in its 
double sense has an impact on the way historians analyse historians 
here. Christine Winter, for example, uses herself as the vehicle to ex-
plore themes of gender and hierarchy in the making of a historian and 
history. 
Historical journals are increasingly making provision for in-
terviews and other autobiographical expressions. Indicative of the 
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trend is the Canadian Historical Review, which has featured one or 
more autobiographical articles per issue since 2011. There is a degree 
of conformity in that they tend to discuss a historian’s life only inso-
far as it relates to the work and to omit details about personal life and 
immediate family.
37
 The “work” extends to political activism and en-
gagement in civic affairs.
38
 Only occasionally are experimental auto-
biographical pieces that push the boundaries attempted in mainstream 
historical journals.
39
 The same observations apply to edited collec-
tions of autobiographies, although in recent years the tendency has 
been towards increasing personal disclosure, or, in Caine’s analysis, a 
turn to the “human” and “intimate.”
40
 
Intimacy and subjectivity in varying degrees are at the heart of 
the interview situation; an interview is, in essence, another type of 
autobiography. The content is screened through the medium of an 
interviewer and directed by his or her questions and interests. This 
need not be a constraining feature, although sometimes it is. Such a 
device has a potential advantage, insofar as aspects of the subject’s 
life which the interviewee may not have thought to raise get aired. 
Many academic journals make provision for interviews, and the sub-
jects of interviews are typically senior academics.
41
 At another level, 
libraries and institutions make provision for taped interviews, and 
more recently for videotaped interviews.
42
 This latter has obvious ad-
vantages, allowing the viewer an extra layer of interpretation by way 
of the subject’s body language and facial expressions—just as audio 
has the advantage over a transcription in revealing tone of voice and 
telling pauses in the respondent’s replies. The camera, however, can 
be off-putting and result in people not being their usual selves: about 
half of the twenty-eight historians interviewed in a series organized 
by the Institute of Historical Research in London appeared ill at ease 
in their unfamiliar situation.
43
  
An aspect of interviews often overlooked is the extent to 
which many have been finessed for publication. Sometimes, they are 
not “interviews” at all but written responses to questions. In the 
early- to mid-2000s, Doug Munro was the regular interviewer for the 
(sadly-defunct) New Zealand journal History Now. He was no purist. 
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Of the eleven interviews he conducted during this time, only two 
were recorded on tape. The remainder were cut-and-pastes of e-mail 
exchanges with people living in different cities. In one instance, 
Munro’s predecessor was given a written statement and told to organ-
ize questions around it, which further emphasizes that what purport 
to be an “interviews” are often not that at all, but a different type of 
engagement. Another permutation is Daniel Snowman’s twenty-eight 
interviews of historians, conducted between 1998 and 2005 on behalf 
of History Today, which formed the basis of Snowman’s 2006 work, 
Historians.
44
 The individual essays were based on taped interviews 
and a reading of the given historian’s work. The results are, in many 
respects, more coherent for the reader than the transcription of a re-
corded interview, but the historians concerned had diminished con-
trol over content. Much the same applies to Richard J. Evans’ Cos-
mopolitan Islanders (2009) which draws on the responses of col-
leagues involved in writing the history of continental Europe as well 
as recounting his own experiences.
45
 Evans quotes extensively from 
his respondents’ letters but he chooses what goes in, he decides what 
gets left out, and he determines in what contexts the inclusions are 
presented. It is he who arranges and analyses the material, not the re-
spondents. 
 
 
 
 
In this collection, five of the contributions are by historians who per-
sonally knew the subject or subjects of their biographical endeavour. 
Murray uses intimate personal recollections; Winter recalls conversa-
tions from memory; Palmer’s group biography in turn is also based 
on extensive interviews he conducted, though he himself was not a 
member of the history departments he writes about; Munro combines 
memory with interviews and archival research. Palmer recalls one 
reaction to a draft of his account of the Princeton history department: 
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[O]ne very senior person responded with what was at once a 
lengthy, thoughtful, and rigorous critique. Several of his 
criticisms were quite penetrating and went to the heart of the 
issues that surround trying to write the history of history de-
partments. He pointed out, correctly, that, with the exception 
of Lawrence Stone and Gordon Craig, I was writing about a 
department where I did not know anyone. The result, from 
his point of view, was somewhat disconcerting, almost like 
being in a twilight zone. He had the odd sensation that he 
was being written about by someone who not only did not 
know him but who also did not know anyone else connected 
with his life. 
 
This critique is a negation of the historical enterprise. Palmer’s 
respondent is saying, in effect, that Lawrence Stone’s background as 
an English public school-boy, Oxbridge undergraduate, army officer, 
and career academic at Oxford and Princeton renders him, ipso facto, 
unable to understand “the vision of life” of seventeenth-century Eng-
lish peasants because he never lived in Stuart England and is far re-
moved in social background from the peasantry.
46
 But it does not 
work that way in practice—personal acquaintance is the exception 
rather than the norm in the study of history. Historians, moreover, 
routinely deal with the unfamiliar—that is to say, most historians 
write about periods that concluded before they were born and, by 
definition, about people they never met. The respondent’s notions are 
bizarre; he himself writes about others he never knew and of periods 
before his own lifetime, and yet cannot countenance the thought of a 
stranger writing about matters of concern to himself. As Palmer has 
said elsewhere, “An understanding of intellectual history sometimes 
requires the study of bad ideas.”
47
 
There is the suggestion from Palmer’s respondent that he 
knows better because he was there. It recalls high school days for 
some of us when we were introduced to the various Blackwell’s We 
Saw it Happen anthologies. They were predicated upon the notion 
that eyewitness accounts have an especial authority. But an eyewit-
ness to a given event is not omnipresent, much less omniscient;
48
 and 
two people witnessing the same event may produce quite different 
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accounts. In similar fashion, people in the same university depart-
ment are bound to have different perceptions of specific events and 
the overall tenor of the department, depending on temperament, the 
extent of everyday involvement, and vantage point.
49
  
As anthropologist George Stocking acknowledged with regard 
to an episode in his own career: “It would not surprise me if col-
leagues who were ‘there’ have different memories of this ‘event’”—
the “event” being the mutual agreement between Stocking and his 
colleagues that “it would be better for the department, and for me, 
that they looked for someone else [to be department chair].”
50
 And, 
as Palmer points out, “departments are sometimes divided between 
those who wish to see it as a harmonious body and those who empha-
size its disputatious side.” There is no master narrative. As it hap-
pened, several members of the Princeton history department told 
Palmer that his account “brought back fond memories of people they 
had known a long time ago and captured the unique character of the 
department.” His respondent’s strictures are implicitly repudiated by 
his colleagues, who were also “there” as participants and eyewit-
nesses.
51
 
Differing perceptions can apply to people as well as to situations. 
Take the example of people’s reactions to E.H. Carr (1892-1982). 
When reviewing Jonathan Haslam’s biography of Carr, R.W. Davies 
was overtly critical of the biographer’s depiction of his subject. Both 
Davies and Haslam knew Carr but in different contexts and capaci-
ties, and from different vantage points: Davies collaborated with Carr 
between 1958 and 1968 on the final two volumes of Carr’s monu-
mental History of Soviet Russia; Haslam was Carr’s PhD student. 
Davies writes: 
 
In the 1960s I was an unknown historian, over thirty years 
younger than the eminent Carr, but he encouraged me in the 
criticisms of his drafts, however sharp. Our close collabora-
tion, in spite of disagreements, was almost entirely smooth 
and trouble-free. Haslam knew Carr only in the last decade 
of his life, when he was irritated and frustrated by the tribu-
lations of old age (he was 81 when he agreed to supervise 
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Haslam’s PhD thesis!). This, together with a rather naïve 
concept of human psychology, may have led Haslam to ex-
aggerate Carr’s personal defects.52 
 
In acknowledging Davies’ assistance, Haslam did add the 
qualification that “I know he does not share my perspective.”
53
 But 
this was no safeguard against a severe response, which extended to 
criticism of Haslam’s evaluation of Carr’s oeuvre. It is a revealing 
instance of how defensive academics can be about their work, and 
how protective they can be of a colleague, mentor or friend. 
Historians, in short, have to confront both temporal and cultural 
distance. In regard to González’s biographical work on the historian 
Raymond Carr, both had to bridge cultural distance. Carr, an Oxford 
historian, had written seminal work on Spanish history, and was well 
known in Spain. González, who wrote her biography first in the 
Spanish language, knew of his work and got to know him and his 
academic environment. González describes herself, in relation to Carr 
as “a youngish middle-class foreigner woman.” In writing her biog-
raphy, González was confronted with unfamiliar territory and had to 
engage with the milieu of the male-dominated University of Oxford 
and Carr’s various other English associations. As one of her review-
ers put it, she was obliged to come to grips with: 
 
the rural West Country of [Carr’s] childhood, the English 
class system, educational opportunities in the 1930s, social 
mobility, Wellington College, the Gargoyle Club, Rosa 
Lewis at the Cavendish, four Oxford colleges, Giraldo and 
his orchestra, G.D.H. Cole, John Neale, Hugh Trevor-Roper, 
A.J. Ayer, John Sparrow, A.L. Rowse, Oswald, Diana and 
Nicholas Mosley, Isaiah Berlin, Margaret Thatcher and even 
the Queen. In academia and society—mostly high—here 
comes everybody.54  
 
González’s contribution also highlights various issues sur-
rounding the relationship between biographer and subject. Biogra-
phers who write about a living person or deal with close family of the 
subject harbour at times desires to escape such close engagements. 
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One art historian, after the death of her biographical subject, ex-
claimed with relief at a workshop: “the dead have surrendered their 
stories.”
55
 On the other hand, biographers who never met their sub-
ject always wish they had—at least we have never heard of a biogra-
pher stating they were advantaged by not knowing their subject.  
In relating to a living subject, González experienced some of 
the difficulties. She clearly admired Raymond Carr for his historical 
work. Equally, she disliked some of the things about Carr and his mi-
lieu. As well as Carr’s womanizing are the frivolities and affectations 
of the University of Oxford, its misogynistic attitudes, the atmos-
phere of snobbery and the pervasiveness of malicious gossip—
although her criticisms are implied rather than expressed. Despite 
such off-putting features, Oxford was, says González, “a world that I 
had to make my own, intellectually at least.” Nor was it helpful that 
Carr, as a living subject, “blew hot and cold” about the project, not 
always taking it seriously and sometimes telling González that every-
thing she needed to know could be found in his writings.  
It seems that, in Carr’s opinion, personal acquaintance was not 
essential for a good and sound biography. He evidently had in mind a 
purely intellectual biography along the lines, say, of C.T. McIntire’s 
Herbert Butterfield. McIntire largely eschews discussion of 
Butterfield’s private life. At one point, McIntire says: “The voyeur 
will not be able to gaze on Butterfield’s domestic and emotional life  
with the sort of material that filled perhaps a third of Jonathan 
Haslam’s biography of E.H. Carr, Butterfield’s contemporary and 
critic in Cambridge.”
56
 Actually, Haslam set out to write an intellec-
tual biography but his book “inevitably turned into something else.” 
That “something else” most definitely resulted in a more satisfying 
biography.
57
 In similar fashion, the most satisfactory article-length 
assessments of historians combine a reading of their personal papers 
with their published output.
58
  
 
 
 
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Issues of gender are raised in the collection throughout. Male histori-
ans writing about men give insights into shared or diverging manifes-
tations of masculinity. An absence of any explicit discussion of gen-
der in this regard is already a comment on the status of men in the 
profession of history and academia at large. It is still mostly a male-
dominated domain.  
Both Palmer and González address the issue of women aca-
demics and historians’ auto/biography. González notes the low inci-
dence of female historians as biographical subjects, and recognises 
that “women biographers, like myself, are contributing to this state of 
affairs by choosing male subjects—although some of us are sensitive 
to and concerned about the matter and openly discuss it.”
 
An appen-
dix to her contribution reveals that twenty-three women historians 
have written book-length biographies of male counterparts, as against 
twelve biographies of female historians by female authors.
59
 These 
figures, which are confined to the monograph literature, represent a 
rather conventional way of thinking about biography and women his-
torians writing biography.  
An alternative route might be to follow the Companion to 
Women’s Historical Writing, which includes biographical and auto-
biographical writings. This corpus challenges the traditional narrow 
definition of “history” by exploring the ways in which women writ-
ers have negotiated and changed this ostensibly masculinist genre, 
and by exploring the relationship between feminism and the devel-
opment of “women’s history.”
60
 
The situation has changed since John Kenyon wrote The His-
tory Men (1984), a book almost exclusively about male historians—
dozens of them, with passing mention of five women.
61
 Despite Ken-
yon’s solitary assertion that misogyny held women back and re-
stricted their entry into the academy, there has never been a scarcity 
of women historians. But until more recently they mostly functioned 
outside the university system, were typically regarded as “amateurs,” 
and thus tended to have little standing in the male dominated profes-
sion.
62
 Theirs were marginal spaces and side fields.  
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Prominent historians such as Mary Spongberg, Barbara Caine 
and Ann Curthoys, for example, argue that feminist critique leads to 
different ways of writing biography and autobiography.
63
 Women 
scholars of late have been celebrated collectively in group biography, 
biographical dictionaries, and online collections.
64
 In this way the 
elitism of the monograph, a form that enshrines the primacy of the 
“one single hero,” is undermined. This different approach reflects 
partly a need to “excavate” and reinsert forgotten woman historians, 
but also a different appreciation of the role of movements and groups 
in supporting women’s opportunities and work. 
When we shift our gaze to anthropology we see a different 
pattern and a considerable number of biographies on women anthro-
pologists, especially since the latter decades of the twentieth cen-
tury.
65
 Women have been welcomed in anthropology, which is admit-
tedly a smaller field than history. This is not to deny that restrictive 
regulations hampered the development and growth of individual an-
thropologists such as Catherine Berndt. Gray’s contribution on 
Ronald Berndt reveals the extent to which Catherine Berndt subordi-
nated her career for the sake of her husband’s professional advance-
ment. Her partnership with Ronald may have provided some access 
to research opportunities, and she was still able to function as a work-
ing anthropologist, but her work was constrained by male-dominated 
arrangements and was frequently unpaid. She put Ronald’s career 
first for complex reasons—partly because of regulations at the time 
barring married women from university employment; partly, it seems 
to have been a conscious choice on her part. When in 1965 the Uni-
versity of Western Australia changed its regulations, she decided 
against applying for a tenured position. By then, her view was that 
younger women should have this opportunity to progress.
66
  
Women academics as subjects for more conventional bio-
graphical writing are not lacking. Some, such Helen Taft Manning 
(1891-1987), despite having a long and successful career as a profes-
sor and administrator at Bryn Mawr College, are still awaiting a 
book-length biography.
67
 Another long time professor at Bryn Mawr, 
the anthropologist Jane C. Goodale (1926-2008), also lacks a biogra-
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phy, although she has been the subject of a short biographical essay 
and a “collography”—a collaboration between the interviewer and 
interviewee—in a Festschrift, and has produced occasional autobio-
graphical writings.
68
 
Thinking the Twentieth Century, by historian Tony Judt (1948-
2010) with the assistance of Timothy Snyder, is likewise a collogra-
phy. This work shows the potential for reflection in such special col-
laborative work involving intense interviewing and debating. Snyder 
states in the foreword: “This book arose … because at a certain point 
that November I understood that Tony would be incapable of any fur-
ther writing at all, at least in a conventional sense. I proposed to Tony 
that we write a book together.” Snyder calls the outcome a “long 
conversation” between the terminally-ill Judt and himself. “The re-
sulting book,” Snyder writes, “is history, biography and ethical trea-
tise.”
69
  
 
 
The question of source material bears discussion. Winter and Hughes 
are on different errands and their research varies from that of Gon-
zález and Palmer. In recounting her experiences with her engaged 
and conscientious dissertation supervisor Hank Nelson, Winter en-
gages in a mix of intellectual history, biography, and especially auto-
biography. Winter examines the problem of distance and closeness 
through a conversation between historians across age, hierarchy, cul-
ture, nationality, and gender. The boundaries between the genres of 
biography, autobiography and intellectual history are always porous. 
She brings into play the relevant literature and archival documents, 
but Winter’s main source is her own memory. As Nelson died in 
2012, he could not provide his own perspective on the circumstances 
Winter describes, although we suspect it would not have materially 
differed—other than in outlook. Winter makes such differences the 
centre of her story.
70
 Murray’s short reminiscence on George Rudé is 
also largely based on memory. Hughes’s contribution on the activism 
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of Howard Zinn, by contrast, lies more in the realm of intellectual 
history. Although Hughes relates the life to the work in ways that go 
beyond McIntire’s refusal to enter into domestic and emotional life, 
his sources are overwhelmingly the multitudinous writings of his 
subject, including a play.
71
 
Gray and Munro have consulted a broad archive of personal 
and institutional papers in their contributions on anthropologist  
Ronald Berndt and historian George Rudé. Moreover, Gray has con-
ducted informal interviews with some of Berndt’s colleagues and 
contemporaries, who were reluctant to have their views and opinions 
on record. Anthropologists love gossip, but are careful about what 
they say if they know it is to be quoted or recorded.
72
 
Palmer has not been able to avail himself of such records to 
the same extent—for example, he found the papers of C. Vann 
Woodward (1908-99) “disappointing: they contain a lot of profes-
sional shoptalk and plans for programs and panels at meetings, but 
very little about his own life or that of his departments, either at 
Johns Hopkins or at Yale.” Similarly, the papers of George Pierson 
(1904-93) of Yale University “included little personal correspon-
dence, and the correspondence itself had virtually nothing that would 
expose [Pierson’s prejudice and snobbery], which I had no trouble 
finding out from interviews with Yale faculty members who knew 
him.” Gray and Munro have had different experiences, finding the 
contents of personal papers integral to their work.  
Even so, there can be difficulties: the Berndts have restricted 
access to their papers until thirty years after their deaths; another 
prominent anthropologist, Ian Hogbin (1904-89), cleansed his ar-
chive, leaving only the barest trace of his working and personal life; 
Mervyn Meggitt’s (1924-2004) wife abided by his request to destroy 
his personal papers and field notes on his death. One could argue that 
the archives left behind by academics are autobiographical artefacts. 
How historians, in turn, who are familiar with the scope and potential 
uses of personal papers, have shaped their own archive with future 
historians in mind is another matter altogether. 
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As well as conducting archival research, Munro interviewed 
or corresponded with numerous associates of George Rudé. There 
were some discrepancies in the responses. It was not just a matter 
that the reminiscences of Rudé’s old comrades, at his memorial ser-
vice, were sometimes exaggerated and on other occasions were 
downright wrong. In one instance—concerning the 1988 George 
Rudé Seminar—the testimony of two respondents is contradictory at 
several points. That said, the oral testimony was unexpectedly rich in 
this particular instance. Normally, however, Gray and Munro’s work 
on academic careers and the politics of academic appointments is less 
dependent on oral testimony and overwhelming on recourse to per-
sonal and institutional papers.
73
  
The papers of Raymond Carr are not extensive. To overcome 
this limitation, González interviewed or corresponded with over one 
hundred individuals, consulted numerous sets of personal and institu-
tional papers, and engaged in “optical research”— the term coined by 
a biographer of Mary Queen of Scots who “visited every conceivable 
castle, quagmire, byre or whatever associated with the Queen in three 
countries.”
74
 González followed the injunction, attributed to R.H. 
Tawney (1880-1962), that historians buy a stout pair of boots. Palmer 
also made extensive use of interviews for his two books on facets of 
the historical discipline; his was a two-pronged approach, something 
like that adopted by Daniel Snowman for his published interviews.  
Palmer’s study of the post-World War II generation of histori-
ans in Britain and the United States (Engagement with the Past, 
2001) involved, first of all, a reading of the selected historians’ texts. 
Palmer is well equipped to engage in trans-Atlantic research of this 
sort: as well as being grounded in British (and Irish) and American 
history, he is an accomplished historiographer.
75
 He then conducted 
interviews—sometimes face-to-face but mostly over the telephone. 
His subsequent book concerning a selection of the more prominent 
history departments in the United States (From Gentleman’s Club to 
Professional Body, 2008) is also partly based on relevant secondary 
sources—not least historians’ auto/biographies—and again the core 
source is the interviews. Many interviews from Palmer’s initial pro-
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ject have fed into the second book. Over the years he interviewed 
dozens of historians, sometimes more than once, and his efforts have 
resulted in an impressive body of data. Nonetheless, his bounty came 
with a measure of pain and he frankly describes some of his tribula-
tions, starting with his disastrous first interview. Relating to infor-
mants was not always easy and he found the impersonal medium of a 
telephone interview, as opposed to face-to-face-interviews, initially 
disconcerting. He also had to learn by trial-and-error how to conduct 
an effective interview, especially to allow the interviewee to tell his 
or her story rather than trying to impress by displays of his own eru-
dition. He brings out into the open, and with refreshing candour, 
some of the hidden difficulties of research.  
 
 
 
 
 
Questions of reputation and representation are at the heart of 
auto/biographical practice.
76
 Reputation is implicit in most of the ar-
ticles in this special issue, although Berndt’s reputation is the explicit 
focus of Gray’s article. Gray analyses the construction of an aca-
demic curriculum vitae and its strategic use to advance a career. 
Berndt was not unique in this respect; the temptation exists for aca-
demics, especially historians, who know about the limitations and 
opportunities of documentation and how to construct the past, to ap-
ply their skills to their own career-building vitae. The anthropologist, 
art collector and academic Ronald Berndt kept up a lifelong deceit 
and Gray questions why this was maintained long after it was neces-
sary. As a collector, Berndt equipped himself with markers of iden-
tity, such as the fob-watch, pipe, and hand-made chopsticks, which 
he carried in his top pocket. Gray raises the problem of how a biog-
rapher ought to deal with such a deceit, a deceit that over time came 
to be accepted as the truth upon which an academic reputation rested 
and indeed the foundational theme of Berndt’s life. The fabrication is 
until today carefully defended and patrolled by Berndt’s colleagues 
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and former pupils. The issue is made even more complex by the fact 
that Berndt went on to achieve professional success that dwarfed the 
modest achievements to which he earlier made claims. Truth about 
one’s own life seems especially important in a discipline that depends 
upon truthful depictions of other lives. In the case of the Australia 
historian Manning Clark, his narrating of the German November Po-
grom as if he had been there when he had not started a debate about 
the value of his life’s work—which was taken up with gusto by those 
politically opposed to him.
77
  
Christine Winter’s article on Hank Nelson considers how his pro-
fessional relationships and scholarship are intertwined.  The article is 
a double biographical take: it examines the relationship of supervisor 
and PhD student, in a mixture of biography and autobiography, and 
focuses on a group biography of Australian and German men brought 
together by war and circumstances in an ambivalent allegiance. Both 
levels of analysis reverberate with the theme of uneasy relationships, 
and the importance of the narrator. His or her national background, 
cultural baggage, and gendered position count. Winter quotes Walter 
Benjamin:  
 
 a story sinks into the life of the narrator to be transmitted to 
those who listen as experience. A trace of the narrator sticks 
to it like the trace of a potter’s hand to an earthen bowl.  
 
The ongoing conversation holds conflicting views of the past to-
gether, and situates the biographer in a chain of listening and narrat-
ing that includes the subject as well as the readers. In the article, the 
constructed first voice narrator, Winter, has the last word. The title of 
her article, however, indicates that another answer and another ques-
tion is bound to follow. 
Interestingly, the writing of the article provoked attacks on 
Winter’s own reputation: a male colleague accused her of having in-
vented parts of the conversation with Nelson. “Hank” never said such 
things to him, he asserted, and “Harry” (the missionary Freund) 
would never have “lied.” In his opinion, Winter was “wrong in fact 
and focus.” The relational aspect of the piece provoked relational 
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ownership, which in turn is truthful in its own right and pays tribute 
to Nelson’s personal and engaging dealings with colleagues and 
members of a wider public. This episode also illustrates that biogra-
phers by no means have the last word on their subject.  
Representation is closely bound up with reputation. During 
George Rudé’s long career, opportunities, adversaries and political 
opposition combined to create a roller-coaster of change in academic 
fortunes—a “strange career,” as the title suggests. It is a Cold War 
story of stifled academic freedom and a story about character, hard 
work and perseverance. Rudé had the tenacity to continue his craft 
and writing whether he found academic acceptance and career re-
wards or not. Munro, himself a historian, becomes another voice in 
the story of changing appreciation and abandonment of histories and 
historians. Provocatively he states that he is illustrating “a fundamen-
tal truth… that historians and their works are fleeting and ephem-
eral.”  
 The hero worship of yesteryear has been replaced by a more 
cynical outlook on human nature and also by an inclination to probe 
into previously off-limits areas such as sexuality.
78
 A given individ-
ual’s reputation can slide from glorification to ridicule, as changeably 
as the weather. The idea that a scholar’s reputation can ultimately be 
established and set in stone is fallacious, although sentiments to this 
effect have been expressed: “Future generations of scholars will 
place him, as we cannot, in his ultimate niche.”
79
 Rather, reputation 
is unstable and contested, with ebbs and flows, a moving target.  
Most biographical writing on academics enhances a subject’s 
reputation, often rehabilitating or seeking to maintain the subject’s 
standing, and sometimes explaining why a scholar has slipped be-
neath the radar of posterity.
80
 Debunking biographies are in a distinct 
minority and are most commonly motivated by a desire to diminish 
or even destroy a reputation that a biographer feels is undeserved. As 
Hughes shows, many of the critiques of Howard Zinn’s A People’s 
History of the United State are so inspired.
81
 Zinn took risks. He was 
positioned, writing partisan histories from the bottom up, from the 
other side of a colonial America, racially divided and economically 
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unequal. With the metaphor of the locomotive he located power not 
with political leaders, but citizenry, and the destination of that train 
was to be greater justice and equality. As happened to many activist 
academics, Zinn became the target of an FBI investigation. The Bu-
reau kept a file on him that steadily grew throughout the 1950s and 
60s, creating a doppelgänger on paper that sometimes resembled, 
sometimes distorted, him. A non-existent sister was even featured in 
the file.
82
 In this collection, Hughes addresses a different set of con-
cerns, attending to Zinn as a person, thinker and activist, and Zinn as 
an inspiration and challenge for scholars today. Although not uncriti-
cal of aspects of A People’s History of the United States, Hughes 
provides a sympathetic portrayal of Zinn’s activism, concluding on a 
triumphalist note: “Perhaps it [the revolution] will never come, and 
all too many scholars will continue to be content with interpreting the 
world, rather than trying to change it. Those who choose otherwise, 
however, can take both inspiration and instruction from the life and 
work of Howard Zinn.”  
 
 
 
 
 
This collection of present day historians writing about historians of 
the past is located in a time of restructuring of universities, a process 
that is changing the purpose of higher education, including history. 
Within the new corporate universities the discipline of history has 
struggled to defend its usefulness, and historians have reflected on 
their changed circumstances. The New Zealand historian Nicholas 
Tarling has pointed out that “Universities have changed, even though 
retaining the name. They have become more like corporate bodies 
with top-down management, and the knowledge they purvey has 
been commodified. History is not doing well in this environment.”
83
 
In this vein, the Italian historian Francesco Boldizzoni states:  
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It is often said that history matters, but these words are often 
little more than a hollow statement.… The historian, as a 
public intellectual, is just as powerless as the child in Ander-
sen’s tale. Nevertheless, he is in the position to say that the 
emperor is naked. This will not stop the procession, but at 
least the others will know.84  
 
Boldizzoni also asserts that “history is both a search for meaning and 
an injection of antibodies.” Likewise, David Mills, who has written a 
group biography of British-based social anthropologists between the 
1930s and 1960s, places his work in a wider analysis of the “intricate 
and unique intellectual ecosystems that higher education institutions 
nurture and protect.” The context is the self-reflections of “scholars 
in the humanities … on their intellectual role, their relationship to the 
world and their disciplines’ potential contribution to it.”
85
 Recently 
there has been increasing interest in the histories of universities, the 
tracing of scholarly connections and networks, and the development 
and expansion of academic disciplines.
86
 Telling Academic Lives is a 
contribution that asserts the importance of the humane, and brings 
individual historians into focus through historical biography. 
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